Insacal® mk. II

- The intelligent low conductivity calibrator for UPW applications
The new Insacal mk. II makes it easier to perform low
conductivity calibrations. The intelligent software and FT-unit
help you determine if your calibration is valid or not
by factoring in the inﬂuences from ﬂow and temperature.
The Insacal® mk. II is a further development of the Insacal
and the new features are based on the knowledge we have
gathered from our customers and calibration technicians.
The Insacal mk. II focuses on low conductivity UPW
applications and is calibrated at 1.3 µS/cm and 100 µS/cm
and the cell constant is determined at 100 µS/cm.
The Insacal mk. II is still a hand-carried calibrator which can
be set up in-line as well as be used in a beaker.
One of the new features of the Insacal mk. II is an electrical
test of the whole system. When the Insacal passes this test
the only uncertainty left is the calibration. The electrical
test enables the mk. II to reach an uncertainty that is 4 times
better than the 2% speciﬁed in United States Pharmacopeia
(USP) at 100 µS/cm when using a beaker. When calibrating
equipment with a 4:1 ratio to the reference, the accumulated
measurement uncertainty becomes insigniﬁcant.
On site or in-line
When performing in situ calibrations it is much harder to get
accurate conductivity measurements since ﬂow and especially

temperature can inﬂuence it. The Insacal mk. II features an
optional Flow and Temperature unit (FT unit) that will help
you assess the validity of in situ measurements. It does this by
placing the measurement into one of three categories:
A. Any inﬂuences are negligible and the measurement is
accurate
B. There are some inﬂuences aﬀecting the measurement,
but the measurement can be used as a rough estimate
C. There are to many inﬂuences aﬀecting the measurement
and it is most likely inaccurate
The reason for making this categorization is that ﬂow and
temperature can be great inﬂuencers on the measurement.
For example using a ﬂow, which is too low, could mean that
contamination from instruments, pipes, hoses etc. could be
aﬀecting the conductivity measurement. A low ﬂow could
also aﬀect the temperature from the Unit Under Test (UUT)
to the reference, which would also result in inaccurate
measu-rements.
The Insacal mk. II has an uncertainty of 1% at 1.3 µS/cm and
is therefore within USP speciﬁcation. However, depending on
the inﬂuences, the calibration uncertainty could be higher.
This is why we recommend the FT unit because it will help you
determine if the ratio is 2:1, 1:1 or worse.
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